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Yet there is a certain solitude like no other - that of the man
preparing his meal in public on a wall, or on the hood of his
car: or along a fence, alone.
-Jean Baudrillard'
Many variables may affect the homeless person's vision of the city,
including mental illness, physical disability, economic poverty,
psychological trauma, racial discrimination, gender discrimination,
loss of family, drug dependency. Each of these has a different set of
issues. Nevertheless, when one chooses to construct a place from
which to redefine the city, sihe may be responding to some common
notion of place and identity. The homeless person must re-vision the
city in order to make a place for himself. This re-visioning happens
not only for the homeless individual, but for the rest of the city's
occupants as well. A horneless population can radically change the
face of the city. 1 do not speak for the homeless, nor do I wish to
silence their speech or their interventions; however, 1 believe that a
closer look at their actions may reveal something about how we all
define ourselves as individuals, and how this may begin to influence
our construction and articulation of public space and our identity
within public space.
Making a claim on public space for the construction of a home,
however fragile and tenuous, has a radical political dimension. This
act questions the distinction between public and private, spatially as
well as politically.Thedistinction between public and private within
the political arena has restricted the scope of public discussion,
confining issues such as household, racial identity, and religion to
obscure margins. Although the actions of the homeless person in
claiming and constructing space in the city are personal acts, these
actions take place within the public arena, confronting the understanding of what is public. This struggle to create space is analogous
to the struggle of women or minorities to pain an identity within the
public discourse.
In her essay, "Choosing the Margin as a Space of Radical
Openness," bell hooks describes the use of text which enables her to
r e c o ~ ewho
r she is. "Language is alsoaplace of struggle."?Elements
of private speech, such as slang and rhythm, which identify her
homeplace, are inserted into the public syntax of proper English.
This text allows her to insert her gender and race into public
discourse. "Language is alsoa placeof struggle."'Thelanguage which
the homeless person uses iscomposedofpersonal possessions, actions,
and body movements, which speak to her of her homeplace. This
language is inserted into the existing structure of the city-its streets,
its buildings and its patterns ofactivity. These combine to allow the
homeless person to construct a space within the public discourse
which describes his personal identity and mediates his relationship
to the city. The language of the homeless person combines with the
syntax of the city to create a new interpreta~ionof architecture.

The desire to construct a voice which speaks of personal identity
is strengthened by the exclusion of the homeless person from both
social interaction and spatial definitions. To be homeless is to be part
of the whole, the social and political structure of the city, but outside
the main body. The city is composed of many boundaries, both
physical and social, between different classes and races. These
boundaries are constructed of social norms which dictate how we
.~
a more profound
approach and interact with one a n ~ t h e rHowever,
edge remains undefined. The social edge between the homeless
person and the other occupants of the city has few or no rules of
interaction, making orientation difficult, if not impossible. People
moving through the city make an effort not to see the homeless. "His
is an irrelevant presence, a non-recognized being, a non-admitted
existence: a non being being."' This being is denied his existence in
the public space as he is denied a voice in the public discourse.
The architecture of this social edge also describes non-access.
The edge of the city includes the thickness of facades, alleys, back
doors, dumpsters, courtyards, etc. It folds into the center of the city
through every street. It is this edge which the homeless person
occupies, a part of the city but outside of its body, its buildings, and
its social and commercial activities. The edge is not the sidewalk
itself but the ambiguous space between the publicly owned street
(and sidewalk) and the privately owned buildings and parking lots.
The homeless person can become a vital part of political activities
through the construction of a space which questions the adequacy of
the existing social, political, and spatial system. The new space
thickens this boundary and makes it habitable.
In heressay "Homeplace," bell hooks describes ajourney through
hostile territory and the significance of the homecoming, the arrival.

I remember thisjourney not just because of the stories I would
hear. i t was a movement away from the segregated blackness
of our community onto a poor white neighborhood. I remember the fear, being scared to walk to baba's because we would
have to pass that terrifying whiteness -those white faces on
the porches staring us down with hate. Even when empty or
vacant, those porches seemed to say "danger," "you do not
belong here," "you are not safe." oh that feeling of safety, of
a r r i ~ a lof
, homecoming when we finally reached the edges of
her yard...6
For the homeless, home or that sense of arrival is nowhere. Therefore
the arrival becomes a process which is continuously re-enacted.
Home is no longer just one place; i t is a series of locations, cycles,
and movement fragmented throughout the city as part of a new
construction.' Fragments of life are constantly constructed in an
attempt to recapture a sense of arrival, of safety within the public
space of the city. Private interventions are attempts to make a space
that enablesone torecover oneself onone's own terms, t o B ~ i l d D w e l l , ~
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to be. The city itself must be re-made to accommodate all the
functions of a home, becoming a kitchen, a bedroom. The dwelling
then becomes a journey throughout the city. Arrivals become temporary patterns of movement in time, which allow the homeless to
insert layers of memory within the city. These layers must be
continually reestablished as the city changes.
In the following, 1 will present five vignettes which describe how
homeless people claim space within thecity. The first three vignettes
describe performative space making, how individuals act out spaces
with their bodies, their movements and their possessions. The last
two will describe structural space making, how individuals claim an
existing element within the city which structures their home.

PERFORMATIVE SPACE MAKING
Everyone in the city makes an effort to see while pretending not
to look, to deny the need for a response and to provoke no response
from the other. I do not see you, therefore I have no responsibility to
you." A homeless face may emerge out of this unrecognizable
background through patterns, or it may force itself out of the
background through confrontation. The effort to be recognized is
practiced with such skill that interpersonal associations are built and
maintained. These relationships are important, not only for the aid
they offer, but also for the social support.
MAN performs every day. HIS performance attempts to fill
the open space of the square, which is formed by overpriced
coffee shops and exclusive stores. The M.4N is simply
dressed. HE stands in the center calling to one who passes. It
is difficult to get past without making eye contact. The MAN
shapes HIS body to fit yours, crouching one moment and
stretching the next. HIS body is HIS tool. HIS political
statement, HIS presence. He makes you aware of your presence here. "Your presence is as significant as MINE. demand
that you take responsibility." There are those who are happy
to see HIM, those who are embarrassed. There are those who
have made an enemy of HIM. They do not come here unless
they cannot a ~ o i dit. The performance becomes suddenly
hostile, the space around HIM clears, the hostility evaporates
asquickly as it appears and agaln others are welcome into HIS
public space.

This man's effort to be recognized can be related to the political
theater described by Rrecht, in uhich the presence of the audience
in itsell' is a form of consent."' The audience may not participate
without responsibility. I f you look at him and do nothing it is a form
of consent. This man's presence makes this place a political theater.
His presence is a speech act. His audiences ;Ire "walkers, whose
bodies follow the thicks and thins ofan urban text they write without
being able to read."" He reads the text and inserts himself as an
intervention, shaping and thickening the text to create a place for
himself within the city.
This man's presence contains the three elenien~sof the speech
act as described by de Certeau in The Prcrctice qf E w r y Dny LiJe.l?
I-~rst,the man appropriates language. 'l'he "speaker appropriates
both thespace in which the speech occurs and the movementsofthc
people he speaks to. Second, the man acts out the place. He nioles
parallel to the audience expanding (he space which he has claimed
by claiming the movements of others. The speaker takes the
centerline. At the point u hen a person enters his space he shifts to
allow entry and to mark a threshold. He then moves parallel lo the
person, f o r c ~ n gthem to move in a particular direction through the
space, often veering to the left or right widening the space of his
speech act. He then stops abruptly, rnarking the e t e n t of the space
he has claimed and allowing the people to continue on their o w .
Finally, he creates relationships among the different positions. He

Fig 1 A M A N pe~formse\ery da) - Cnmbndge. M A

'

r e c ~ g m patterns
~ e ~ and ackno\iledges people he has seen before
2nd \vho ha\e helped him In the past. He also recoynizes and makes
people a~+ni-e
ol'theiri'ear, embarrassment, and social position \\ith
reLpect to his o\\ n. The man niakes opportunilies emerge through
his impro\isations, transforming himself as a signifier of
"homelessness" to 311 i n d i u d u d The relationships which he crzates with specific walkers s e n e to undermine the abstract definition of homelessness and rhe assumptions which it contains. The
contai.t hetueen two cancre[eothers becomes anuther intenention
Intc [he public text.)'
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she crosses the space seven times
the front - right basket is pushed;
the front - left basket is pushed;
the back - right basket is pulled;
the back -left basket is pulled.
she occupies this space a s a home.
she holds a hand mirror
if someone approaches the space
she yells obscenities at them.
the pattern is repeated

Fig. 3....Stretching the next

I1
Territory may be claimed by the simple act of marking spaces.
This marking may consist of private actions in the public space. As
people move through the space. they see these actions, and to avoid
the necessity of acknowledging the action or the person, they veer in
another direction. Although the space is not defined by any definite
markings, it has a powerful presence as a space. The presence of
private actions re-constructs the public space.
a woman. maKe s [he d e Cislon. to gi ve up all PKE tE nse of
pa RtiCi pa ti on in a s Yste m whiCH ex c IuDes her. She
STOPS bAth ing, she H as no shA me. As a child she liF ts her
sk irt S and PEES.
This woman's presence is announced by the smell of an unclean
body. Her lack of acknowledgment for the public In \i hich she lives
is a demand not to be acknowledged herself. She exists in a p r i ~ a t e
space of regression. The gesture of lift~ngher skirt and squatting, and
the sudden unexpected nature of the gesture reinforces the private
natureofthis space. Hrrperfol-mance repelsobservers and continues
to do so for some time. mashing the space in ordure. Although
territory may bi: marked by any of a number of mundane acts
performed ever-y dab - brushing off a place on a bench to sit.
spreading a blanket - a homeless person needs to make a stronger
claim. After the passage ofthc actual peraon, the claim remains as the
ordure.

The homelcss person has a minimum ofmatesilils which slhe can
use to construct an i~r~.i\al.
Usually these possessions are rcstric[ed
to what can be carried i)r lil into a cart. This adds to the subtlety of
the discourse i\ h ~ c hthe honicless person can describe. Often in this
society we define oursr.lies b! ~ihat we own. For a homeless person
the accumulation of possession, may be e \ e n more sign~ficant.
Possessions may be thc budding blocks for the conatructiim of
arriinli through out the cit). :is ucll aa the only means of personalizing these arri\ali. The space of safety foilous one around, burrounding one in bounilar-les irhich can feel as real as ~ i d l l s .
woman has four fuli shopping c a t s .
she m o l e s through the cit! all dab.
the only pattern is the moicmerit itself.
She aligns the carts in trio s o n s of two.
she remains always b e t ~ i e e nthe carts.
or in front of the cart being rnwed.
of the space the carts describe ir hen

the carts are opaque.
the carts mark her territory.
she may go anywhere.
making a rectangle.
she moves directly behind,
she moves on the center axis
she goes back for the next.
making it her own.
she returns on the central axis;
she returns on the central axis;
she returns on the central axis;
she space is completed.
she faces one cart
she brushes her hair.
while she performs a private act.
they move away ashamed.
indefinitely all day.
The woman's pattern is expressive of the need to claim space.
The space is claimed by the repetition of the movement and the
ability of the movement to set limits. Inhabiting the city as house is
dependent on the ability of the occupant to set limits, defining theend
of the public and the beginning of private space.I4Thecarts fragment
the space around it while allowing the space within to remain legible
and whole, defining clear limits of the space which expands and
contracts around the women as she moves through the city. This
space is avoided entirely by walkers. The carts mark the woman as
a homeless person but they also clearly define the limits of her space
and therefore of the public space around her.The carts further define limits through their contents and the way the woman relates to
them at a given moment. One cart contains clothing, another blankets and sheets, another a mirror, a brush, toiletries, towels, another
personal objects. Anything which is precious like the mirror is
wrapped in cloth to remain hidden until it is used. Each cart defines
a portion of the house-the bathroom, the bedroom, the living room.
The woman acts out the space of a house, relating to each cart
differently. Although the configuration of the carts does not change,
the space is transformed when it is used differently. When the
woman unwraps an item she reinforces her arrival by personalizing
the space and allowing for the performance of private actions. The
act of facing the bathroom cart and brushing her hair in the mirror
changes how the walker reads the space and the degree of privacy
which the space demands. The woman's actions arejust as effective
in setting limits as the carts themselves are.15

STRUCTURAL SPACE MAKING
BernardTschumi defines violence to architecture as the intrusion
of a human body into a given space, the intrusion of one order into
another.'"paces
which were made as boundaries or projections
become a unique opportunity for shelters, which attach themselves
to buildings to take advantage of structure or protection from the
elements. In this way the homeless person reconstructs the face of
the city. The public space is redefined as contradictory forms of
occupation describe different levels of meaning, both in terms of
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Fig 5 . Tent structure of blankers and clothing - Albuquerque, NM
silent or passike. Her anareness is her final protection. She creates
a projection ot'herself'\vhich prebents cntr) into the niche. "...filling
(the space) with (her) own personalitq until she thought no more of
(her space) room than of herself."" She loses awareness when she
sleeps; however. her posture retaina indications of it. T h e body itself
becomes the final mask.

Fig. 1.Abandoned intmrnrion site - Bo\ton. h1A.

Transitory buildings are fleeting forms that exist and move on;
however. they do leave an imprint on their sites. The presence of the
doorway always remains as the site of an intervention and elements
of the intervention may remain long after the home has been
abandoned. There are homes which exist only at night. These homes
remain present during the day because their memory changes our
reading of the tit)..
a man claims a parking lot in the city. at rush hour he returns
and settles into his space as the city empties. he as carefully
chosen his space at the edge of the lot. he is a part of both the
publicly owned street and thepri\,ately owned lot but not fully
a part of either. when the parking lot clears he builds his
shelter. it is sited so he can see the lot and surrounding streets
easily. but he is inconspicuous. here there is a steel pipe set
into the concrete. he builds h ~ shelter
s
incorporating the steel
pipe and the scaieof two bushes which help tocamouflage his
army-green construction. the tent is constructed from blankets and outer layers of clothing. the tent is constructed on a
floor which consists of backpacks. cardboard boxes, and
more blankets. uhich he is seen carrying during the day. the
shelter faces away from the street opening into the parklng lot
and surrounds a small outdoor space. the man occupies the
opening in the tent until the street is quiet enough for him to
sleep. by morning he is already gone. his presence remains in
the form of the steel pipe set in the concrete. those who have
seen the tent cannot see the pipe without seeing the tent.

how we see the city 2nd hen ~e see o ~ i r s e l ~ erel'lected
h
in the citq ."
The city is completed to includc the body of [he honieless person.
Shelters may consist ot'manq layers ofclothing, creating grotesque
figures which fold into dooru 5 or spaces betwecn bay window,.
These figures spe& of the \ iole~iceof l i \ ing in public space without
shelter; violence perpetrated both o ~ the
i body. the individual, and
on the space itself.
woman curls into a d o o ~ - \ \ d ) .She wear? many layers of
clothing, becoming shapeless. masking he1 I'emininity. has
composed a SII-ucture~ t lie\\
' spapers a11d c ; ~ ~ d b m r dstares
.
out back to rhe \\all, senses tuned to tlic slightest iioise. Is
almost entirely covered. disguised. posture is defensibe. is
hiding. struggles to remain awake, is still, sleep takes and
body relaxes, posture ~srmainidefensive. il' the citq remains
quiet, uill slecp rhrough thc night.
c
The mask is
The Noman has construcred a mask out o f ~ h city.
c o m p o s d of many layers ~vhichc r e ~ ~an
t e interior space around her
body, protectinp it from cold. the ~ i e uof the ii,alker. mil phqsical
harm. The layers of cloth~risrnask her bod!, its shape, and its
response to being \ itwed. The ii c w r see5 0111) a mass L\ ith angry
\ le\vrr pre\ents the i e i \ e ~from
noticing
e! es. The m ~ n e m e nofthe
t
further details: thus. the q x d of the city d s o ~ c t to
, reinforce the
mask. The sccoriii layer oftlic mash is composed ofthe cith'h waste:
newspapers, cardboard; soiiictime~largzr elenients such as scraps of
wood or a tire can be used to strengthen the o p ~ c i t )ofthe mask. The
third layer of the mask. the \\ oman's auareneis of the city, prevents
the elements of the rnask irom riak king tlic \ \ u n i ~ nin\ isiblc. U'hen
a person glances into the space the) encounter her a n y y q e s , her
awareness. The mash is one ofsilence only to tlieextenr that the \iew
of the woman is obscured. Tlie \\oman's vie\\ cannot be blocked.
She hasa need to be am are \ihiih
ents herfroni t?e~ngcornpletely

This man has chosen to become a part of the city only at night
lien i t is abandoned. However his intervention remains throughout
the da) through the operation ofmemory. Memory as we experience
it can be described as a series of layers which combine to help us
intel-pret the space around us and respond to chanpes in that space.
I t is reconst~ucti\e;niernorq detects inadequacy in the present view.
and reconstructs it to include past experiences of the apace.'" When
the man is seen during the day. his presence is reconstructed to
include his shelter, and toreinforce liisclaim on apart ofthe city. The
scale of his presence is distorted by the shelter, which he carries on
his back. The shelter is draniaticall) transformed \+hen it becomes a
backpack: ho\vever. it recalls the tent in its color. materiality, and
scale. It also begins to auggest how the shelter is constructed. The
M
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materials used in the foundation of the tent are present on the outside
of the backpack: the cardboard, the frame. The rope used to anchor
the shelter to the pipe ties the backpack together. The discreet nature
of the shelter is also reflected in the man's posture and his obvious
desire not to be seen. He slumps, relegating the daytime activities of
the city to the unfocused background. His posture recalls the image
of him lying on the shelter waiting for the city to quiet down. The
memory of the shelter helps to transform the man's presence in the
city during the day into a private occupation of space to be respected
and avoided by the walker.
To live is to leave a trace. The steel pipe becomes the trace of this
man's life. During the day, the pipe becomes strange in the presence
of the cars. Its relationship to the bushes is more comfortable. The
space of the shelter as well as the small outdoor space that the shelter
describes is still present between the bushes. To those who have seen
the shelter, the space becomes a gap, an emptiness which describes
the inadequacy of the city to provide a space for this man. The space
becomes a memory shadow. The presence of the object alters the
groundand remains present in its absence as afleeting shadow which
is washed away by the cacophony of the city. The pipe remains.

CLOSING REMARKS
"For in every action what is primarily intended by the doer,
whether he acts from natural necessity or out of free will, is the
disclosure of his own image.""' The homeless person is constantly
engaged in self-creation in order to come to terms with hislher
relationship to the changing city around her. This form of selfexamination is necessary for survival. Although her first concern is
survival, her actions are not different from radical actions or statements, which are performed for the sole purpose of changing public
discourse. Survival is a political act. The "speech" of the homeless
person is not less significant because she uses a language of survival,
of body and territory.
"Languageis also aplaceof struggle."" The language used by the
homeless person in claiming his space is the appropriation of
architecture. Space is defined and constructed within the city using
the body, personal artifacts, found objects, and memory. The space
of the city becomes a found object, the raw material to be manipulated in the creation of shelter. A new architectural interpretation is
created out of a need for survival. This language is as powerful in its
fleeting nature, its absence, and its memory as in its presence,
affecting the way everyone experiences the public space of the city.
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